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Introduction
Hypersonic network is an experimental ERC20 token
deployed on Ethereum Blockchain. H2N is the latest
collaborative decentralized Ethereum blockchain
based platform that is most efficient blockchain for
the Token economy. H2N is a platform created for
buyers and sellers all over the world.

Mission
The main mission of Hypersonic Network (H2N) to
provide safe and secure transaction using ETHEREUM
blockchain platform. Maximum Token in the crypto
market is using ETHEREUM blockchain. The safest
way to do transaction and we are following same
method to grow the Hypersonic Network economy.
Moreover we have a smart quality able Token that will
deal with world largest exchange platform.
Hypersonic Network will create huge market
capitalization and will provide people good solution to
use the best ETHEREUM Token based platform.
However Hypersonic Network is given away chance to
high scale trading platform, wherever people will
trade to create revolution to grow the Token
economy, and help people to grow their wealth.

Why Hypersonic Network (H2N)
In finance, there is a natural supply and demand.
However, overtime the supply curve has been
growing at an unprecedented rate. This is what we
commonly reference as inflation. The reason H2N was
created, is to have a crypto currency token. Used for
transactions that is free from tax and fees that can be
utilized anywhere in the world without any
restrictions. Fiat currency is the primary form by

which nearly 99.99% of the population uses to
complete transactions.H2N can be used as a primary
form of payment not only on the Hypersonic network
Marketplace, but also integrated to various vendor
and supplier websites, eCommerce platforms and
soon in - store to accept H2N as a form of payment.
We believe overtime H2N will begin to stabilize being
used for millions of transactions on a daily basis. Also
in this regard, H2N will become a symbol of value
using ETHEREUM Blockchain. As H2N begins to gain
adoption, we believe the limited supply WITH 53M
H2N in nature will provide a reverse effect to our
current inflation model.

Our services
Our service offers great opportunities for
self-employed entrepreneurs, small scale
manufacturers, family businesses and makers of
handmade crafts, including a selection of tools for
direct customer feedback, bookkeeping, sales
analysis, advertising and promotion, as well as a
convenient, user-friendly interface peer to peer.

Roadmap
Q1 2019 Start planning
Platform concept
Q2 2019 Roadmap
V1 release
Publish idea with world
Q3 2019
Airdrop and selfdrop
Community building for long run
First services partner announcement
Q4 2019
Exchange listing
Development for increasing H2N value
Feedback gathering for platform optimization
Q1 2020
Announce exclusive campaign listings
Mobile wallet release
Q2 2020
Target price 20$ per H2N
V2 rescue

Token information
*Token name :Hypersonic Network
*Token symbol :H2N
*Token decimal :18
*Total supply :53029000
*Token contract :
0x4ddd5fc76fa654e15132c606c0d65d38056c4be9
*Token type : ERC20

Selfdrop
Selfdrop event will be arranged by team only for
exchange listing fee as well as token will be burn
which are unsold token by the team and the other
hand H2N created only for community to trade in
open market to make it a valuable token and hel
p Hypersonic Network to reach out their success. We
have plan though we will burn and we will arrange a
buy back program while H2N will be open for trade in
the crypto exchange so our token will be with a new
supply with huge demand. Circulating Supply 25
million only.

Use of funds
We are giving away total of 45% token for our
community as well as 25% will be provided selfdrop
for exchange fee and dev will hold until app release
total of 15% but also others 10% for promote the
projects and 5% for only team
*Airdrop 45%
*Team 5%
*Dev 15%
*Selfdrop 25%
*Promotion 10%

Our Social
Telegram https://t.me/Hypersonic_Network
Twitter https://twitter.com/HypersonicN
Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/user/hypersonic_network
Github
https://github.com/hypersonicnetwork
Facebook https://web.facebook.com/HypersonicNetwork
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